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It is known that all of the non-real zeros of the Riemann zeta-function lie in 
the critical strip Y = {s = D + it: 0 < o < 1); and important arithmetic 
consequences would follow from the assertion that all such zeros, in fact, lie 
on the line D = 4 . This assertion, known as the Riemann Hypothesis, is not yet 
established. In the present article, it is shown that the knowledge of the spectrum 
of any member of a certain class of self-adjoint, integral operators yields an 
explicit region of 9 devoid of zeros of the Riemann zeta-function. Moreover, 
if a certain non-linear functional, @, is unbounded, then the Riemann hypothesis 
would follow. 
It was shown in [l] that the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of certain matrices 
could be used to obtain zero-free regions for t(s), the Riemann zera-function. 
In the present paper, we show that the knowledge of the spectrum of a class 
of self-adjoint, integral operators also leads to the exclusion of zeros of c(s) 
from portions of the critical strip Y = {s = u + it: 0 < u < 1;. 
The Riemann zeta-function has the representation 
5(s) _ m --- s s @} u-s-1 d”0 
for s E 9, where (u} denotes the fractional part of u. We shall use a modified 
version of (1) to prove 
LEMMA 1. Given any s E Y and any x 3 1, the formula 
u-s-1 du = 1 
x(s - 1) 
holds if and only ifs is a non-real zero of c(s). 
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Proof. Let x 3 1, and make the substitution su = z, s du = dv, in the 
integral (1) to obtain 
@) - ---.y 
S 
and the Lemma follows. 1 
We shall need a few definitions, and some notation. First, let E > 1 and 
V > 0, and let p denote any non-negative measure on (1, f) such that 
~(5‘) - ~(1) = k-. Next, let L* denote the space of square-integrable functions 
on (1, 5) with respect to the measure, I*. Finally, define a function for X, y 2 1 
by 
and define an operator T: L2 -+ L2 by 
TP = 1’ k(x, Y) ~(4 4-W. 
'1 
Since K(.r, y) = k( y, X) is a bounded function, T is self-adjoint and completely 
continuous. Thus, if A, , A, ,... are the eigenvalues of T (we denote infinitely many 
eigenvalues, although there may, in fact, be only finitely many, but at least one), 
then there is a sequence of associated eigenfunctions vt , y2 ,... which are ortho- 
normal on (I, 5); i.e., 
The theorem will in no way depend on the number of eigenvalues, but we shall 
need the 
LEMMA 2. Let T: Lz + L2 be defined as before. Then the eigenvalues of T 
are positive, and they may be ordered by A, > A, > ..’ > 0. 
Proof. It is well known that if T has infinitely many eigenvalues, then 
/ A,, 1 -+ 0. Hence, it need only be shown that A,, > 0 always. But this follows 
immediately from the observation that 
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m, 9.9 = j’ j’ 4x9 Y) v,(x) V(Y) 4-44 MY) 
= j) I-2 (s,’ I;/ cp(x) d&f du 
is positive whenever (p), 9)) > 0. B 
THEOREM. Let T be defined as before, and let A, 3 A, >, .‘. be the eigenvalues, 
and p1 , q~* ,... be the corresponding orthonormal eigmfunctions of T (which may 
befinite in number). Let p = ,3 + iy, tk? > 4, be a zero of c(s). Then 
a(/~) = 5 h,‘)jC+dp/’ 
n=1 1 
< IP- 1 I2 
28-l * 
Moreovm, if Q(p) = CO, then the Riemann hypothesis is true. 
Proof. Define T as before, and let its eigenvalues and orthonormal eigen- 
functions be denoted as usual. For each eigenvalue, A,, , and corresponding 
eigenfunction, vn , define a function 01,(u) E L*( 1, 00) by 
where L*( 1, 00) denotes Hilbert space with respect to Lebesgue measure. The 
sequence of functions thus defined is an orthonormal sequence: 
= om~n)-1'2 s' j' %(4 %2(Y) &,Y) 444 44Y) 
11 
The interchange of the order of integration is valid as the integral is absolutely 
convergent over (1, co) x (1, 5) x (1, 6). Now return to Lemma 1 and assume 
that p = fi + iy, /I > l/2, is a zero of c(s). Then for all x > 1, 
1 m u 
- = J id h-1) 1 x 
U--O-~ du. 
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Multiply this equation by ,\;‘.‘a~,l(~) and integrate over 1 < s < t with respect 
to p: 
I 
. m 
= U-%,&J) du. 
‘1 
Since Re(p) > l/2, we may apply Bessel’s inequality to obtain 
=2p-- 
But, then, by (2), we obtain the inequality 
@(,) < I P - 1 I2 
2/3-l. 
From Lemma 2, we see that D(p) > 0. Finally, if we let CD denote the supremum 
of @(IL) over all t > 1, J’ > 0, and CL, as defined previously, then c(s) 
can have no zeros, p, with Re(p) > l/2, if @ = cc. Since the non-real zeros of 
c(s) are symmetric about the l/2-line, this would prove the Riemann 
hypothesis. 1 
In order to gain some idea of the efficacy of our method, we made some cal- 
culations of @(t() for certain carefully chosen measures, CL. (The results of these 
calculations are displayed in Tables 14.) It was necessary to choose the measure 
to be discrete, so that the problem could be formulated as a matrix problem, 
and, therefore, would be amenable to computer calculation. Specifically, each 
measure was chosen to have discrete support on some choice of points, 1 < .vr K 
x2 < ... < .r,t < E, and to have weights dp = 1 at these points (so that the 
total variation of p equals V == n.) The integral eigenvalue problem then reduces 
to the algebraic eigenvalue problem 
where .+l = [k(~% , xi)] is an 12 x 11 symmetric positive definite matrix. If we let 
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TABLE I 
(a) rt=i,1<i<4 (V=4) ’ 
X(-l’ = (1, * , + , *, 0 = 10.53236 
A = M,i)Lx4 
(b) x‘ = (i/2), 2 < i < 8 (V = 7) 
X’-” = (8, 5 ,..., 2) @ = 16.47914 
A = MC& jP))l,,, 
(c) x, = (i/4), 4 < i < 16 (V = 13 
X(-l’ = ($ ) 6 ,..., fQ 0 = 26.31847 
A = iMGW4))113,1~ 
TABLE 2 
(a) x, = i, 1 < i < 5 (V = 5) 
X’-1’ = (1, * ,..., 6) 
A = [W,j)16X5 
0 = 11.40056 
(b) xi = (i/2), 2 < i < 10 (V = 9) 
X’-1’ = (8 3 &) , ,..., aJ = 20.19028 
A = [W/2, $3)10x9 
(c) x, = (i/4), 4 Q i < 20 (V = 17) 
X(-l’ = (2, 8 2%) ,..., @ = 34.20267 
A = [W/4, M)LX,, 
denote the eigenvectors, and Al > 0, the corresponding eigenvalues of A, then 
Using the standard idempotent decomposition of a normal matrix, it is 
readily shown that 
@(/A) = (12-1X-l’, X-l’), (4) 
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TXBLE 3 
(4 X‘ = i, 1 Q i Q 8 (TI = 8) 
X’-1’ = (1, 1 ,...) *, @ = 11.85017 
.J = lW,.&,, 
(b) x, = (i/Z), 2 < i < 16 (V = 15) 
X’-” = (f , $ ),..( 2 @ = 22.97347 
(c) x, = (i/4), 4 < i < 32 (V = 29) 
xc-” = (2% 4 4, 4 > 5 P..., 3-z 0 = 41.59495 
A = lW~/4,M)1~9x~B 
TABLE 4 
g-2 
XC-” = ‘N 
( 
N &V 
= = N , N+1 Y..., Yjyy N 1. @ 6.92049 
N = 2. 9 = 7.30499 
N = 3. @ = 8.22568 
N = 4. @ = 8.33654 
N = 5. CD = 8.73497 
N = 6. @ = 8.93533 
N = 7. 0 = 9.02306 
N = 8. @ = 9.10790 
where X(-l) = (a$, x;‘,..., xi’), and ( , ) is the usual inner product. This 
replaces the calculation of eigenvalues and eigenvectors, required in (3), with 
the calculation of the solution of a linear system, a very much simpler compu- 
tation. In fact, the question of the zero-free regions of t(s) could have been 
formulated in terms of the inverse operator, T-1, which would have resulted 
in (4) instead of (3). 
It happens that the bulk of the work lies in the calculation of the entries of A. 
These calculations involve a significant amount of time, compared with the 
time needed to solve the system itself, which is negligible. In order to calculate 
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the entries accurately, it is important that the xi be rational numbers with the 
same denominators. Because of the relation 
k(T,g =dk(mi,#zj)+~, x,=7, 
these calculations were reduced to the case when the variables are pairs of 
relatively prime integers. This observation effected a significant saving in com- 
puter time. Also, to guarantee a high degree of accuracy, the integral K(m, , m,) 
was transformed into another, in which the integrand possessed derivatives of 
all orders. 
Some calculations of B’(p) (in the form given by (3)) had been made previously 
by Marshall Hall, Jr. and Jeff Vaaler at Caltech, which were made available to 
us. (Some of their data appear in TableS.) This allowed us to compare our results 
TABLE 5 
(a) x,=i,l<i<8 ([=8,1’=8) 
X’-” = (1, ; ,..., &) 
A = [K&,8 
CD = 11.85017 
(b) x, = i, 1 Q i < 18 (I = 18, V = 18) 
X’-” = (1, 4 ,..*, 3%) @ = 12.08548 
A = N~,.i)l~8,~8 
(c) 3c,=i,l<i<28 ([=28,V=28) 
X’-” = (1, 3 ,..., &) @ = 12.12770 
A = lk(G)lz8xz8 
with theirs; and in those cases in which a comparison could be made, the results 
agreed to 9 decimal places. The close agreement between our two sets of data 
indicates that the numberical results announced in [l] are very likely incorrect. 
In the following tables, the data are listed to 5 decimal places. The original 
calculations were performed so that an accuracy of at least 8 decimal places 
was assured. We shall be pleased to send all of the details of these calculations 
to anyone interested. 
The tables allow the growth of @ to be observed, either as 5 increases and 
xi - xi-r remains fixed, or as x, - xi-i decreases and 5 remains fixed. Table 5 
indicates the possibility that @ will remain bounded when X, = i (x1 - xi-1 = l), 
1 < i < 5, no matter how large [ is chosen. Similarly, Table 4 indicates the 
same possibility for @, no matter how finely the interval [l, 21 is subdivided. 
No proof exists, however, that @ remains bounded in either case. 
It was important, then, to see if a much faster growthrate for @ could be 
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obtained by simultaneously increasing 8 and refining the subdivision of [I, 61. 
The results of these calculations are given in Tables 1-3, and they are very 
encouraging. For example, Table 3 shows that CD is essentially doubled and 
quadrupled, respectively, when the refinement of [I, 81 is doubled and 
quadrupled. We believe that this phenomenon will not continue for the interval 
[l, 81, that the growth of @ will slow appreciably as the interval is increasingly 
refined. It would not be surprising if this slow growth of @ occurred for any 
fixed interval [ 1, 51 or, for an increasing 6, in which the norms of the refinements 
are bounded below by some positive constant. However, when both 5‘ -+ io and 
Max 1 xi - x,-r 1 -+ 0, the data show a dramatic rate of increase of CD. We 
expect that if [l, 121 is subdivided into equal parts, with .Y~ - .v,+r = l/S, 
then CD will be more than 150. 
It would be of utmost interest, theoretically, to know which measure 
(measures) extremize CD for fixed 5 and V. Unfortunately, our data seem to be 
of no help in this regard. In order to gain some insight into this problem, a 
very large number of computations would have to be made over a wide range 
of weights, dp, and over a wide range of 5 > 1 and V > 0. 
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